As an old hand at breeding Indian Ring-necked Parakeets for many years, I can really appreciate the good advice found in this excellent and colorful book. It is the perfect book for the novice interested in Ring-necked Parakeets as it starts from the very beginning with the first chapter titled “Starting Out.” Here you’ll learn everything from housing to acquiring your first Ring-neckeds. The book goes on through the chapters listed above with every facet of breeding these popular aviary birds being well explained.

Even the old hands like me can learn a lot in Robson’s book and we can get a glimpse at how the Australians feed, breed, incubate, handfeed, parent-raise, handle genetics, and otherwise function as the superb aviculturists they are. I highly recommend this book if you have any interest at all in Indian Ring-neckeds or related species. It can be gotten directly from the publisher through its office here in the U.S.A. and priced in US dollars – a great convenience. Contact:
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